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Refrigeration

It means production of temperatures 
lower than surroundings.

or
It is artificial removal of heat from a 
substance or a space to produce a 
temperature lower than that which 
would exist.
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Units of Refrigeration

The standard unit of refrigeration is 1 Ton (ITR). It is
equivalent to the rate of heat transfer needed to
produce 1 ton of ice at 00C from water at 00C in 24
hrs.

1 TR = 210 KJ/min = 3.5 KW
Refrigerating Effect

It is defined as the amount of cooling produced by a
system.

or 
It is the amount of heat removed (KJ) from the

application by the refrigerant.
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Coefficient of Performance (COP)

It is defined as the ratio of the heat
extracted in the refrigerator
(refrigerating effect) to the work done
on the refrigerant to achieve that
refrigerating effect.
C.O.P. = Q/W

It is the reciprocal of the efficiency of a
heat engine therefore the C.O.P is
always greater than 1.

Relative C.O.P. = Actual C.O.P/Theoritical
C.O.P
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The Performance of the heat pump is expressed by the ratio of
the amount of heat delivered to the hot body (Qh) to the
amount of work required to be done on the system (Wp). This
ratio is called coefficient of performance or energy
performance ratio (E.P.R) of a heat pump.

From the above we see that the C.O.P. may be less than one
or greater than one depending on the type of refrigeration
system used. But the C.O.P. of the heat pump is always
greater than one.
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If the thermal efficiency of a heat engine is 30% and
if it is reversed in the operation to work as a
refrigerator or a heat pump with same operationg
conditions then what will be COP of refrigerator
and heat pump?

Devide Nr & Dr by QH
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Reversed Carnot Cycle (Ideal Cycle)
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Limitations of Carnot Cycle
1. Isoentropic (Reversible adiabatic) compression 

and expansion are not possible due to friction.
2. Isothermal heat addition and heat rejection are 

not possible as they require temp. differential, 
if the process does not involve phase change.

3. Isothermal process needs slow speeds where 
as isentropic process needs high speeds of the 
compressor.  This contradictory requirement of 
different process can not be achieved.
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1. In S.I. unit, one ton of refrigeration is equal to
(A) 210 kJ/ min (B) 21 kJ/ min
(C) 420 kJ/ min (D) 840 kJ/ min
Answer: A
2. One ton of refrigeration is equal to the refrigeration effect corresponding 

to melting of 1000 kg of ice
(A) In 1 hour (B) In 1 minute
(C) In 24 hours (D) In 12 hours
Answer: C

3. A refrigeration system

(A) Removes heat from a low temperature body and delivers it to a high 
temperature body

(B) Removes heat from a high temperature body and delivers it to a low 
temperature body

(C) Rejects energy to a low temperature body
(D) None of the above
Answer – A
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4. The C.O.P. of a heat pump working on a reversed Carnot cycle is

(A) T₁/(T₂ - T₁) (B) (T₂ - T₁)/T₁
(C) (T₁ - T₂)/T₁ (D) T₂/(T₂ - T₁)
Answer – D

5. The relative coefficient of performance is equal to
(A) (Theoretical C.O.P.)/ (Actual C.O.P.)
(B) (Actual C.O.P.) /(Theoretical C.O.P.)
(C) (Actual C.O.P.) × (Theoretical C.O.P.)
(D) None of these
Answer - B

6. The C.O.P. of a Carnot refrigerator in winter will be _________ as 
compared to C.O.P. in summer.

(A) Same (B) Lower
(C) Higher (D) None of these
Answer - C
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7. The coefficient of performance of a domestic refrigerator is ________ as compared to a domestic air-conditioner.

(A) Same
(B) Less
(C) More
(D) None of these
Answer - B
8. The C.O.P. of a refrigerator working on a reversed Carnot cycle is (where T₁ = Lowest absolute temperature, and T₂ = 

Highest absolute temperature)

(A) T₁ / (T₂ - T₁) (B) (T₂ - T₁)/T₁
(C) (T₁ - T₂)/T₁ (D) T₂/ (T₂ - T₁)

Answer - A

9. If a heat pump cycle operates between the condenser temperature of +27°C and evaporator temperature of -23°C, then 
the Carnot COP will be

(A) 0.2 (B) 1.2
(C) 5 (D) 6
Answer – D    

10. A heat pump working on a reversed Carnot cycle has a C.O.P. of 5. It works as a refrigerator taking 1 kW of work input. 
The refrigerating effect will be

(A) 1 kW (B) 2 kW
(C) 3 kW (D) 4 kW
Answer - D

11. A refrigeration cycle operates between condenser temperature of + 27°C and evaporator temperature of -23°C. The 
Carnot coefficient of performance of cycle will be

(A) 0.2 (B) 1.2
(C) 5 (D) 6
Answer – C 17



30. The domestic refrigerator uses following 
type of compressor

(A) Centrifugal
(B) Axial
(C) Miniature sealed unit
(D) Piston type reciprocating
Answer - D
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Find the C.O.P. of the refrigerating
system if the work input is 80
KJ/Kg and refrigerating effect
produced is 160 KJ/Kg or
refrigerant flowing.
Q = 160 KJ/Kg ; W = 80 KJ/Kg
C.O.P = Q/W = 160/80 = 2.
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Derive the relationship between the COP of a 
heat pump and the COP of a refrigerator.

• OR Prove that the COP of heat pump is greater 
than one.

• COP for heat pump = 

Thus COP of Heat pump is always greater than one.
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• The coefficient of performance (COP) of a 
refrigerator working as a heat pump  is given by:
[GATE-1995; IES-1992, 1994, 2000]

• (a)(COP)heat pump  = (COP)refrigerator+ 2
• (b)(COP)heat pump = (COP)refrigerator+ 1 
• (c)(COP)heat pump  = (COP)refrigerator  – 1
• (d)(COP)heat pump = (COP)refrigerator

Ans. (b)The COP of refrigerator is one less than 
COP of heat pump, if same refrigerator starts 
working as heat pump i.e. (COP)heat pump = 
(COP)refrigerator + 1
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• An industrial heat pump operates between 
the temperatures of 27°C and –13°C. The 
rates of heat addition and heat rejection are 
750 W and 1000 W, respectively. The  COP for 
the heat  pump is: [GATE-2003]
(a) 7.5 (b) 6.5  (c) 4.0 (d) 3.0

• Ans. (c) (COP ) =Q1 / (Q1 - Q2) = 1000/(1000 – 750) = 4
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• An irreversible heat engine extracts heat from a
high temperature source at a rate of 100 kW
and rejects heat to a sink at a rate of 50 kW. The
entire work output of the heat engine is used to
drive a reversible heat pump operating between
a set of independent isothermal heat reservoirs
at 17C and 75C. The rate (in kW) at which the
heat pump delivers heat to its high temperature
sink is: [GATE -2009]

(a) 50 (b) 250 (c) 300 (d) 360
Ans. (c)
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• A Carnot cycle refrigerator operates between 
250K and 300 K. Its coefficient of 
performance is:

[GATE-1999]
(a) 6.0 (b) 5.0 (c) 1.2 (d) 0.8
Ans. (b) 
(COP ) =T2/ (T1 - T2) = 250/(300 – 250) = 5
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• Round the clock cooling of an apartment having a   
load   of   300   MJ/day requires an air-conditioning  
plant of capacity about[GATE-1993]
a) 1 ton b)5 tons c)10 tons d)100 tons

Ans. (a) 
210 kJ/min = 1 T refrigeration

Refrigeration capacity =300X1000/(24X60X210) = 1 ton
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• A refrigerator working on a  reversed  Carnot  
cycle  has  a  C.O.P.  of  4.  If  it works as a 
heat pump and consumes 1 kW, the heating 
effect will be:

• (a) 1 KW (b) 4 KW (c) 5 KW (d) 6 KW
[IES-2003]

Ans. (c) (COP)Heat pump = (COP)refrigerator + 1 = 4 + 1 = 5

or
(COP)Heat pump =Q1/W=Heat effect / Work Input

Heating effect , Q1=WX(COP) Heat Pump = 5kW
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The coefficient of performance (COP) of a
refrigerator working as a heat pump is given
by: [IES-1992, 1994, 2000; GATE-1995]

(a)(COP)heat pump = (COP)refrigerator+ 2
(b)(COP)heat pump = (COP)refrigerator + 1
(c)(COP)heat pump = (COP)refrigerator – 1
(d) (COP)heat pump = (COP)refrigerator

Ans. (b) The COP of refrigerator is one less than
COP of heat pump, if same refrigerator starts
working as heat pump i.e. (COP)heat pump =
(COP)refrigerator + 1
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(or)
C.O.P = T1/(T1-T2) = T1/(T1-0.7T1) 

= T1/T1(1-0.7 ) = 3.33
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